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This can be useful in a variety of ways for business development, directly for IRI in its main focus, and including 
Investor Relations, but also for what could and should be easily a lucrative path for consulting revenues that can 
assist the Company at any point in time when it may be an appropriate path to pursue, especially in this early 
stage of financial development. 

 
[1] Bio, Resume, CV 

Simply go to http://mirnova.org/people/martindudziak and browse.  Everything is there, including some 
samples from mostly recent publications.  The basic Bio is concise, whereas the CV is very detailed. 
 
 

[2] Methods, Styles, Dispositions of Thinking and Working 

According to some, I am a very strong polymath thinker, with abilities in both “analysis” (“take things 
apart and figure it all out why and how”) and “synthesis” (“take a variety of seemingly disconnected and 
unrelated things and make something useful and synergetically, symbiotically complete and whole out of 
them”). 
 
I seem to be strong in both “reason and logic” and in “intuition and imagination.”  Recently I read an 
article by a psychologist concerning the mind of “Renaissance thinkers” as a psychological type.  I found it 
to be a very description of how I think and work. 
 
 

[3] Previous and Current Interesting Activities 

MIRNOVA grew out of prior companies, institutes, teaching, research, a variety of investment ventures 
and interim-executive roles, special consulting tasks, and a large amount of pro-bono work done either as 
an employee, professor, or simply as an individual.  Exploring http://mirnova.org will yield information 
and various “connecting the dots”. 
 
Work as the STEM Advisor for the S.H.A.K.T.I. Warriors Academy project (“SHAKTI” here = Super Heroes 
Academy for Knowledge Training and Integrity), founded by Lane Jabaay (former Oracle Corp. executive), 
along with other personal and professional experiences, was very influential and instrumental in 
developing some of the foundational ideas about OASIS. 
 
Work in the defense and intel sectors, as well as in the years with Silicon Dominion, Intel, and the 
TetraDyn (Tetrad Group) companies, was particularly influential in the early development of everything 
concerning IBANK and SELDON. 
 
 

[4] Extensive International and Multicultural Experience 

There are several “roots, trunks and limbs” that have enabled me to achieve a good understanding of 
how to “connect many dots” and how to communicate with, get along with, and negotiate as manager or 
collaborator, with quite-diverse personalities and types, regarding individuals and groups as well.  I have 
traveled extensively and lived often in other countries as part of study and work.  This has enabled me to 
be quite comfortable now with all sorts of different environments and lifestyles.  All of this contributes to 
the “IRI mentality” and especially with regard to Games. 
 
I have learned to observe with patience, to ask interesting questions and to make careful comments, all 
of which helps to gain a better understanding about what is really going on in a situation. 
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